Objective
As an IBM Business Partner and reseller, Groupe HISI turned to the IBM Co-Marketing
program for help increasing its brand recognition. The business has been growing well,
but with the cloud services market getting increasingly crowded — and as a relatively
small company — Groupe HISI wanted to supplement its capabilities and use IBM CoMarketing funds to increase its visibility and awareness .

“We are always looking for ways to
supplement our capabilities and
reach a broader audience — IBM CoMarketing funds help us do that.”
—Pascale Coustou, Marketing Manager, IBM
Business Partner Groupe HISI

Groupe HISI uses IBM CoMarketing to increase its
visibility at a key event
Groupe HISI is an ISO 9001, ISO 27001 and HDS:2018-certified specialist in
hosting, managed services and cloud services. The company has the skills and
experience to meet clients’ needs across all major technologies, with a focus
on solutions that bridge the gap between IT and business, while meeting the
most demanding standards for data security and privacy.
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Approach
Previously, Groupe HISI had concentrated its efforts on three important shows a year.
And with IBM Co-Marketing funds, Groupe HISI expanded its scope and presence at the
highest priority show, including having an agenda with IBM speakers .

Benefits
With a greater presence at the event, Groupe HISI was able to not only generate leads,
but it also established several vital new vendor partnerships, expanding the scope of its
target market.

Results

Campaign highlights

25% more leads

–

Built a higher-level event
sponsorship package for
expanded presence

Built new partnerships

–

Strengthened existing
relationships and generated
new ones with a personalized
communication approach

Increased awareness

–

Brought in expert speakers for a
key event to enhance brand
credentials

generated (compared to the previous
year) at its most important event

establishing several vendor
relationships to expand sales
coverage

within the region and industry through
a more visible event presence and
bringing in expert speakers

